¿Necesitas Ayuda? 919 01 15 89
lun-vie: 9h-20h sábados: 10h-15h

Itinerario

Detalles del viaje: 8 días

Día 1 · UK- Marrakech
Arrive at the airport to board your flight to Marrakech. Arrive and transfer to the hotel. Rest of the day free to start discovering this wonderful city. A walk through
the Medina allows you to enjoy the best of its architecture like the Kutubia Mosque, the tallest and most impressive building in the city. Dinner and overnight
stay.

Día 2 · Marrakech
Breakfast at the hotel. Visit the beautiful Palace of the Bay with a fantastic Moroccan decoration. The excellent combination of its gardens and a large courtyard
surrounded by rooms designed for the concubines of the Grand Vizier, make it an unforgettable place for lovers of architecture. Legend has it that the powerful
Ahmed Ben Moussa built it for one of his favourite wives, a love story that stains one of the most incredible buildings in the city. Rest of the day at leisure. We
suggest visiting the Majorelle garden, exquisitely decorated, it is an oasis of tranquillity and home to a multitude of different plants like cactus, palm trees and
bamboos. Dinner and overnight stay.

Día 3 · Marrakech
Breakfast at the hotel. Visit the Saadian Tombs dating from the 16th century. Decorated with precious mosaics, they hold the remains of the servants and
warriors of the Saadian dynasty. Its highlight is the main mausoleum of the Sultan and the well-known hall with the twelve columns of white marble of Carrara.
Rest of the day free to walk through this seductive city and make some last minute purchases in its famous souks. Dinner and overnight stay.

Día 4 · Marrakech - Casablanca
Breakfast at the hotel. Set off in the direction of Casablanca, a beautiful city that blends harmoniously the most modern Morocco with its rich cultural heritage,
and an extensive history. Arrive and rest of the day free to get to know this exciting city. Dinner and overnight stay.

Día 5 · Casablanca - Rabat - Meknes - Fez
Breakfast at the hotel. Leave in the direction of Rabat where you visit the Kasbah of the Oudayas, a citadel that is located to the north of the city. This fortress
retains its Arab character of narrow alleys with white and blue façades that lead to viewpoints from which there are incredible views of the Atlantic coast. After
the visit, travel to Meknes to visit the Mausoleum of Moulay Ismail, one of the few mosques in the country that can be accessed by non-Muslims. Inside, notice
the delicate decoration and beautiful tiles. Finally, head to the city of Fez. Arrive and transfer to the hotel. Dinner and overnight stay.

Día 6 · Fez
Breakfast at the hotel. Today, visit the beautiful Medersa of Fez, an old Koranic school. Inside, see beautiful mosaics and detailed floral motifs. Rest of the day
at your leisure. We recommend visiting the doors of the Royal Palace of Fez to contemplate its brilliant majesty and to cross the surrounding neighbourhoods to
appreciate their contrasting atmospheres. Dinner and overnight stay.

Día 7 · Fez - Beni Mellal - Marrakech
Breakfast at the hotel. Set off back towards Marrakech. On the way, stop at Beni Mellal, a quiet town situated on the middle Atlas Mountain border. It is
dominated by a small medina and surrounded by a large olive grove. Arrival in Marrakech, dinner and overnight stay.

Día 8 · Marrakech - UK
Breakfast at the hotel. At the agreed time, transfer to the airport for a flight back to the UK. Arrival and end of the trip.
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